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Defensive Coordinator Jack Del Rio  
 
On losing DE Chase Young and DE Montez Sweat:    
“I mean, obviously, we love having the premium guys. Chase and Montez are both terrific players. The younger 
guys that are going to play, get an opportunity. Clearly they're not going to be able to do the same things, but 
we'll ask them to do their job, be prepared, play hard, compete and just be part of the team. It’s a team effort. 
Defensively, we need to all slow down guys like [RB Christian] McCaffrey and make sure that we're getting 
pressure on the quarterback, help us get off the field on third down.” 
 
On how the secondary has played recently:   
“I'm not a big evaluator of things. We’re working hard at it. I think we've seen some improvement and we still 
have some work to do, a lot of work to do.” 
 
On the defensive gameplan with Young and Sweat out:   
“Yeah, we're going to try and utilize the guys we have in various package packages to slow them down the best 
we can. There's always a mix. We’ve used some two man D-lines with more backers out there and DBs, all the 
way to a five and we've even had six. We mix it up a little bit in terms of how we're deploying the guys. At the 
end of the day, when we're doing the things we need to do – shedding blocks, leveraging the ball, tackling, 
having rush and coverage work together – regardless of how you deploy them, those are things that help you 
play really good defense.” 
 
On DT Tim Settle:  
“Yeah, no, nothing at all going on with Tim. Tim has done a nice job for us. We weren't in packages that 
utilized him as much, and we didn't play as many snaps. That's a large part of it. That was a good thing. We had 
more things ready to go that weren't called upon due to the situations in the game.”  
 
On Panthers QB Cam Newton:   
“Well, clearly they have their system. There’s no way he can learn all of their system in two weeks. So there's 
going to be the part that they pick and choose and decide to use. We anticipate seeing both quarterbacks. We’ve 
prepared that way, knowing that some of the things that Cam's good at, I’m sure they'll utilize. They showed a 
little bit last week. Some of the Q runs, some of the Q power, some of that stuff that he does. He's unique. He’s 
a unique guy, super talented, a guy with the history. The big backdrop going into this game with Cam starting 
and Coach Rivera going back and all those kinds of things, but we're just trying to work as hard as we can to get 
ready to play.” 
 
On if he feels left out because he doesn’t have any Carolina Panthers ties:  
“ I'm okay. We got the Raiders coming up (laughs).” 
 
On RB Christian McCaffrey:  
“Yeah, supremely talented guy. I watched him back in high school at Valor Christian when my son, Luke, was 



the quarterback on that team and they won a state title. It was no surprise that he would go on and be special in 
college. And he was. No surprise to me that he would go on and be special in the NFL because he's a special 
talent. He can run it, he can catch it, he can throw it actually. He can do it all. He adds a dynamic to their 
offense that I'm sure they miss when they don't have him available. He looks like he's back and healthy and 
ready to roll.” 
 
On what stood out about McCaffrey in high school:  
“Contact balance. He’d run stronger than people think. People think he's a smaller guy. He's not a small guy. 
He's a muscular guy. I mean, he's not a big bruiser, but he is a guy that can run through tackles. And then he's 
very explosive. He makes people miss in the open field and he can finish and go the distance. He's a guy, 
whether he's running the ball or catching a ball out of the backfield, he is a major threat.” 
 
On the run defense improvement:   
“I think basic understanding fits, getting off blocks. Honestly, as we play better on third down, you have less 
opportunities against the run. When I talk to our guys about how do you stop a great running team? Guys say 
you got to do this and that. It's like bottom line, get off the field on third down.” 
 
On S Landon Collins: 
“Landon is doing a solid job. We've moved him around. That’s probably talked about more maybe for other 
reasons outside of just playing the game and doing your job and doing what you can help the team win. I think 
he's done a nice job with his role. I think his energy has been great. I think he's been very productive over 
several games since we've been talking about this.” 
 
On CB William Jackson III:  
“Well first of all, William is back healthy, which is good. As you go through the season, you try and do more of 
what your guys do well and less of what they don't. I think we've worked at it as a staff and we continue to 
teach, continue to grow, continue to develop. That’s part of what coaching is about really. Come in every day 
and go to work and motivate and get your guys battling tough. I think we've done that. I think we have a chance 
to put together a good streak here, a good string of defense to help our football team. Who knows what happens, 
but we know we're going to go every day and give energy and effort and try and provide clarity so our guys can 
play fast.” 
 
On how he has worked with Jackson specifically on those things:    
Yeah, well, William, the whole team, I mean the whole defense. That’s part of what we do. I think for him to 
come in, it's a new system. He's picked it up and he's learning it and the details of it and being able to play faster 
and faster as we go. I think that's what we're seeing, and we have more room to grow. We’ve got more 
improvement that I'm looking for and that we're looking for. And so it'd be the challenge starting with the 
Panthers.”  
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